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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note the second order differential equation 
x” = f(t, x, x’) (’ = $) 
will be considered and certain statements will be proved about the behavior 
of the solutions during a fixed, but arbitrary large time interval I. These 
statements are related and in part generalize the well known classical com- 
parison and oscillation theorems for homogeneous linear equations. 
We will first study solutions of (1.1) which are distinguished by a certain 
property and do not seem to have received attention before. They can be 
regarded, roughly speaking, as lower (upper) limit of a sequence of neigh- 
boring solutions on the whole interval I. The precise definition is the follow- 
ing. 
We say that a solution 6 has property (B) if there exists a sequence of 
solutions [, such that 
(i) 5, -+ [, 4,’ -+ 5’ for Y --t co, uniformly for all t EI, 
(ii) the difference A, = 5 - 5, is # 0 and has the same sign 
for all v and all t E I, 
(iii) 1 A,’ ( < c 1 A, 1 for all v and all t EI with a constant c, 
which is independent of v and t. (1.2) 
The purpose of this note is to give both positive and negative criteria for 
existence of such solutions. It will become clear from the kind of results we 
are going to obtain that existence or nonexistence depends upon the interval I 
and reflects a nontrivial global property of the manifold of all solutions. 
The following negative criterion is contained in Theorem 1 (Section 3): 
If f is a solution with property (B) then the linear homogeneous equation 
“t.” =fd(t, f, 5’) x’ +f&, f, 5’) x 
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(that is the first variation of (1.1) with respect to 5) can have no solution- 
except the trivial one-with more than one zero in I. This implies, for 
example, that an inhomogeneous linear equation can have no solution with 
property (B), if the corresponding homogeneous equation has a solution % 0 
with more than one zero in 1. 
On the other hand the existence of a solution with property (B) is a con- 
sequence of some surprisingly simple conditions, the essential one being 
the following: 
There exist two su$iciently smooth functions LY, j3 with (Y < p, 
- a” + f(t, 01, a’) < 0, - B” + f(t, 8, B’) 3 0 (1.3) 
for all t E 1. 
The additional requirements are explicitely stated in Theorem 3, Section 4 
and are, for example, all satisfied if 1 f ( does not grow faster than xr2 for 
1 X’ 1 --f co. One can then always find a solution [ with property (B) and 
for all t EZ. 
In view of Theorem 1 it is clear that from the classical Sturm comparison 
theorems one can easily formulate conditions on f which do not allow the 
existence of a solution with property (B), and therefore make it impossible 
for pairs of functions LY, p satisfying all hypotheses of Theorem 3 to exist. 
This leads to interesting consequences to be discussed in Sections 3 and 5. 
The results will be of this type: If a trajectory starts at t = a in a certain 
region of the (t, X, x’)-space, it has to leave this region not later than t = b. 
As an example we will consider an autonomous equation of the form 
x” = g(x, x’) - x (1.5) 
and prove the following Theorem 4. Let 5 be a solution of (1.5) with t(t,,) > 0 
for a certain to . Put 19, = arg (&t,,), [‘(to)) with ) 9, / < 7r/2. Let there begiven 
a number y > 0. Then the curve (5, 5’) reaches either the half-plane x < y 
OY the region g(x, x’) > y for some t with t, < t < t, + 8, + .7r/2. 
This is actually a special case of a more general theorem concerning an 
equation of the form x” = g(t, x, x’) + h(t, x). 
In the last section we will demonstrate how one can obtain from Theorem 4 
concrete and, as it seems, so far unknown information about the global 
behavior of solutions. The results which we obtain supplement and in part 
generalize the extensive research done on van der Pol’s equation elsewhere [2]. 
The proof of the two fundamental theorems is based on a certain technique 
which does not seem to have been used before, so a few remarks about the 
motivation may be of interest. The idea of the proof stemmed from an obser- 
vation, made on an earlier occasion [7], when existence theorems for periodic 
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solutions were established on the basis of an analytic method of Cesari 
(see [4], [a, also [3], chap. 11). It is typical for this method, as used in [a, 
that it yields under appropriate conditions existence of a periodic solution f 
and at the same time an estimate for 6 and 6. The estimates for 5 are of 
the form (1.3), (1.4) with (Y, /? being periodic over the interval I. Now one 
may ask whether it is possible to relax the periodicity conditions for OL, /I 
and still preserve the inequalities (1.4) (but of course not the periodicity of f). 
A natural way to attempt such a generalization is to make a suitable extension 
of cy, j3 and of the right hand side of (1.1) into some bigger t-interval, for 
which Cesari’s method then will work. This is in short the basic idea behind 
the considerations of the following two sections. 
2. PRELIMINARY REMARKS. LEMMAS 
In this section we mostly review material from [7] and other sources, 
which will be needed later. 
The notation will follow closely the one adopted in [5j (see especially 
chap. I), with few exceptions to be explained below. Intervals on the t-axis 
will be denoted by [a, b] or I. Regions of the (t, x)-plane (the (t, X, x’)-space) 
are subregions of Z x R (I x R2) for a suitable Z and are usually denoted 
by D. The symbols w, Sz, however, always refer to the special type of regions 
described by (3.2) of [7], p. 183, that is 
w = {(t, x) : t EZ, a(t) < x < j?(t)} 
l-2 = {(t, x, x’) : (t, x) E co} (2-l) 
It is convenient for our purposes to work with function classes Cl(D), 
C,l(D) also for closed regions D. The definition used will then be the follow- 
ing. 
f~ f?(D) means: There exists an open region D* containing D and a 
function f * E Ck(D*) such that f = f * on D. 
f E Cpk(D) means: (i) f E (Y-l(D) provided k > 1, (ii) D can be decom- 
posed into finitely many closed regions Di such that f 1 Di is of class Ck(Di) 
for all i. 
For those functions f which appear on the right hand side of differential 
equations we will always make the following smoothness requirements in 
some region D E Z x R2: 
The interval Z can be decomposed into finitely many subintervals [ti , ti+l] 
such that 
(i) f E C(D,), where Di is the intersection of D with the strip ti < t < ti+l, 
(ii) f satisfies a local Lipschitz-condition with respect to x, x’ in each Di . 
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This will be written in the form 
f E (C, , lip) on D. (24 
It should be noted that if (2.2) holds and if (t, 5, c) E D for all t E Z with 
some function E E CPz(Z), then 
F = - 5” +f(t, 5, 4’) 
is of class C,(Z). So there can be no doubt about the meaning of a statement 
like this: F < 0 for all t EZ. 
A function 01 = cz(t) will be called a lower solution over the interval Z of 
the differential equation 
x” = f(t, x, x’) 
if 
a E CD2(Z) and - a” +f(t, a, 0~‘) < 0 for all t E I. 
Similarly we define upper solutions t3 by the properties 
B E G2(4 and - p” + f(t, /I, 8’) > 0 for all t E I. 
A solution 6 is a function which is upper and lower solution at the same 
time. Strictly speaking, 5 is then a solution in the extended sense (see [5], 
Chap. 2, Section 1.2), but the extension is so slight that the usual uniqueness 
theorem obviously holds. 
LEMMA 1. Let f E (C, , lip) on D c Z x R2 and let 6, be a sequence of 
solutions of the differential equation 
x” = f(t, a!, x’) (2.3) 
with (t, 5, , 5,‘) G D for all t E I. Assume that the sequences (&} and {I,‘} 
converge uniformly on I. Then 6 = lim I, is also a solution of (2.3). 
Proof: Let t = tj be the finitely many planes in the (t, X, x/)-space, 
where f has discontinuities. Since I, is an exact solution, [,‘I exists and is 
continuous on every interval [ti , tj+J and 
5”” =f(t, 5, , L’). 
Now if t is restricted to [ti , tj+J, f becomes a continuous function in all 
variables and this implies that 5,” converges uniformly with limit 5” on 
[tj , tj+J and we have 
5” =f(t, 5, 5’). 
We are now ready to prove several lemmas, which provide all the back- 
ground needed later. 
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LEMMA 2. Let a: be a lower, /3 an upper solution of (2.3) on the interval 
I = [a, b] and let f E (C, , lip) in Q (see (2.1)). Let be 01 < fl fw all t E I, 
OL < fl for t = a, b. Then we have 01 < /3 for all t E I. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that 1 f ) is bounded 
on Q, because the values off outside a finite region containing the curves 
(t, (Y, LX’) and (t, p, ,9’) are involved only in so far as the property f E (C, , lip) 
is concerned. So we can always make 1 f 1 bounded by changing the function 
outside a certain finite region. Furthermore, all hypotheses of the lemma hold 
if we replace f by 
We have then 
fi =f(t, *, x’) + B” -f(t, 898’). 
8” =fdt, 8, B’), 
- a” + f&, (II, ar’) = - cy” + f(t, cl, cd’) - (- rs,’ + f(t, p, B’)) < 0. 
Finally we can reduce fi to 0 by means of the substitution 
fi +f#, .1c + B, .I+’ + 8’) - B”. 
So for the proof we may assume that one has to deal with the following 
situation: 
f(t, 0,O) = 0, - OL” + f(t, (Y, cl’) < 0, 
a < 0 for all t E I, 01 < 0 for t = a, b. 
1 f ( bounded in Q. (2.4) 
We choose a number p > 0 and extend the definition of (Y into the range 
t > b such that 
a is of class CL for t 2 a, 
a” =p, t > 6. (2.5) 
Because of m(b) < 0 we can certainly find a b’ > b such that 
or<0 for t E [b, b’]. 
We then choose a number a’ < a and extend the definition of OL into the 
interval [a’, a] such that 
a E Cl([a’, b’]), 
a<0 if t E [a’, al, 
da’) = a(b’), d(a’) = d(b’). Q-6) 
Since a(a) < 0, a(b’) < 0 these three conditions are compatible and the 
extension is therefore always possible. 
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Let now fi =fr(t, X, x’) be defined as 
f1= 7 
1 
for t E [a’, fz) 
for t E [a, bl (2.7) 
P for t E (b, b’l, 
where k > 0 is a sufficiently large constant to be determined later. Clearly: 
fi E (C, , lip) in Qi = {(t, x, x’) : t E [a’, b’], OL < x < fl} (2.8) 
1 fi 1 is bounded in Q, . 
It also follows immediately from (2.7) that p = 0 is an upper solution of 
x” = f&, x, x’) (2.9) 
on the interval I1 = [a’, b’] and that it is an exact solution on the subinterval 
[a’, 4. 
Furthermore, we have - 01” + fi(t, (Y, a’) < 0 certainly for a < t Q b’, 
according to (2.4) and (2.5), and 
- a” + fi(t, 01, a’) = - a” + km for u’<t<u. 
Since OT < 0 on [a’, a] the last expression can be made < 0 by taking k 
sufficiently large, OL is then a lower solution on the whole interval 1r . 
The differential equation (2.9) and the extended functions OL, /3( = 0) there- 
fore satisfy all hypotheses of Theorem 2 of [7j (p. 188), with Qr instead of 9. 
The periodicity of (r is guaranteed by (2.6). 
Hence there exists a periodic solution [ of the differential equation (2.9) 
for which 
a<f<O (2.10) 
holds for all t E I1 . 
It follows now from (2.10) that if ((to) = 0 for a’ < to < b’, then we have 
also r(to) = 0. Since /I = 0 is an exact solution over [a’, b] the relations 
t&J = 0, 5%) = a with a’ < t, < b imply f(t) = 0 for all t E [a’, b], 
especially 
5(b) = 0, f(b) = 0. 
But we have from (2.7), e’ = p > 0 for t > b, and so the last equalities would 
lead to 5 > 0 for all t > b which is impossible in view of (2.10). 
Therefore we must have 5 < 0 for all t E (a’, b) and hence also 01 < 0 for 
t E (a, b). This was to be proved. 
LEMMA 3. Let 01 be a lower, p. > a an upper solution of (2.3) on an interval 
I and let f E (C, , lip) in f2. Let a, p be periodic with respect o I (that means, 
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a, LY’, /3, j3’ assume the same values at the end points of I). Then we have either 
a </I for all tE1 
or (Y = p everywhere and OL, /3 are exact solutions. 
Proof. Let (Y, j3, and f, by periodicity, be defined for all t with 
- cc < t < co. OL is then a lower, /3 2 OL an upper solution and both are of 
class CD2 for all t. Assume now that there exist points to , t, such that 
40) = Bkl), 41) < kw 
Since (Y, /I are periodic with the same period, we can then find an interval 
[a, b] such that 
a < t, < 6, 
a<B for t = a, b. 
But then we would have OL < fl also for t = to according to Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let the hypotheses fw OL, j3, f be the same as in Lemma 3 with the 
following addition 
(i) 1 f ) < C ] x’ I2 for 1 x’ / --f 00 with some constant C. 
(ii) neither 01 nor p is an exact solution over I. 
Then the &%rential equation 
x” = f(t, x, x’) 
has a solution 5, which is periodic with respect o I and satisjes 
a < t < /I for all t EI. 
Proof: That there exists a periodic solution 5 with 
a<r,cp 
follows again from [a, Theorem 2. Since 01, /I are not exact solutions, we 
cannot have 01 = 6 or /3 = f for all t E I and so we must have strict inequality 
for all t, according to Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 5. Given an interval I = [a, b] and regions W, Q of the form (2.1). 
Let O(t, x) and f(t, x, x’) be functions satisfying the following conditions 
!;) 0 E Cpl(w), f E (C, , lip) in 9, 
(ii) 6(a, x) = B(b, x) for all x, 
(iii) f(t, x, e) - e,e - e, f 0 for all (t, x) E c0.l 
1 At points of discontinuity all limits should be # 0 and have the same sign. 
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Furthermore let there exist an integrable function 8 on I such that either one 
of the conditions (iv), (iv’) holds: 
mb 
(iv) e(t, CC) < 8(t) for all (t, x) E w, J 
9dt < 0, 
(I 
(iv’) e(t, x) 2 8(t) for all (4 4 E w, J -b r9dt > 0. a 
If 5 is then a solution of 
x” = f(t, x, x’), 
periodic with respect o I, and ;f (t, 5) E w for all t E I we have 
f > e(t, f) in case (iv), 5’ < e(t, .$ in case (iv’) 
for all t El. 
Pmof: Is the same as for Lemma 7,8 in [7],p. 189, if one replaces W’ by W. 
It should be observed that the expression occuring in (iii) is the inner 
product of the upward normal to the surface y = e(t, x) with a vector 
tangent to the trajectory through (t, X, e(t, x)), the latter being oriented by 
increasing t. Therefore: 
f(t, X, e) - e,e - et > 0 (< 0) means: 
The trajectories cross the surface y = 0 upwards 
(downwards) with increasing t. (2.11) 
LEMMA 6. Let f E (C, , lip) in I x R2 and let D be a bounded subregion. 
Let there be given a number 6 > 0. Then there etit constants k0 , k, , depending 
on f, D, 6 only, such that the following is true. Whenever we have two solutions 4, 
7 of the differential equation 
x” = f(t, x,x’) 
with 
(t, t, 5’) E D, (t,r],q’)ED forall ttzI 
and 
IE-TI<h I I’-q’l 68 
for some t,, E I, then 
I 5’ - rl’ I < 4, I &,) - q&J I + k, I W,) - $(to) I 
for all t E I. 
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Proof: We use, for the moment, vector notation and put 
* = Mtd - rl(toh tvo) - rl’(b)), 
P = (f, 5’)s 9=5+*. 
5 and n then have the same initial values at t = t,, and satisfy differential 
equations of the form 
respectively. 
x’ = X(t, x) x’ = X(t, x - A) (2.12) 
Let now D(6) be the set of all points of Z x R2, which have distance 
< 6 fi from D. We have then D CD@) and (t, x f A) E D(S) if (t, x) E D. 
In particular (t, g), (t, q) E D(6) for all t EZ. Since D(6) is bounded, X 
satisfies a global Lipschitz-condition in D(6) and there is therefore a con- 
stant k, depending only on f and D(6), such that 
I x(t, x - *) - X(4 x) I d k I * I 
for all (t, x) ED (1 ... I denotes maximum norm). In other words, the right 
hand sides of the two differential equations (2.12) differ by a quantity < k ( A I 
in absolute value. Everything follows now from a standard result (see, e.g., 
[I], Theorem (1.6.11) p. 55. It is actually required there that X is of class C, 
but the proof covers our case also). 
LEMMA 7. Let a’ < a < b < b’ and let q~ be a d$jGrentiabIe function of t 
on (a’, b’). Let p’ have at least one zero in each of the intervals (a’, a], [b, b’). 
Then the minimum of p on [a, b] b not smaller than the minimum of CJJ on the 
set {t : t E [a’, b’], p)‘(t) = 0). 
Proof. The lemma is certainly true if p’(a) = 0, p’(b) ‘= 0. It follows 
from the hypotheses of the lemma, that there exists an interval [a”, b”] 
such that p’(a”) = 0, p’(b”) = 0 and [a, b] c [a”, b”]. Now the minimum 
of Q on [a, b] is not smaller than the minimum of v on [a”, b”]. 
LEMMA 8. Let S be a closed bounded set in (t, x, x/)-space and E > 0, 
K > 0 be given numbers. Then there exists a function f of class Cl in the whole 
spacesuchthatf>KonSandf=Of or all points which have distance > E 
from S. 
Proof: By standard technique. 
LEMMA 9. Given functions q(t), am E C([a, b]) (j = 1, ..., IV) and 
functions fi(x), g,(x), i = 0, 1, *.f which are bounded and of class Cl in 
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- 00 < x < co. Assume that the following relations hold (with t, = a, t, = b). 
fi < gi fW all X and i=O, 1, (2.13) 
fi(4ti)) < Tj(ti) < g4%(r,)) for i=O, 1, and j = 1, . . . . IV. 
(2.14) 
Let there be given a number K > 0. Then there exist functions +(t, x), #(t, x) 
of class Cl on [a, b] x R and integrable functions v(t), x(t) on [a, b] which 
have the following properties 
+ < (CI everywhere, 
4th 9 x) =fiCx)t $44 3 x, = gitx) for i=O, 1, (2.15) 




C(4 x> G cp($ rpdt < - K, !w, 4 2 x(t)! 
a 
s 
bXdtaK for all (t, x) E [a, b] x R. (2.17) 
n 
Proof: We first choose two functions pi(t) E Cl([u, b]), (i = 0, l), such 
that 
Pi > 0 for t E [a, 4, da) = 1, /db) = 0, 
A(4 = 07 d4 = 1. 
Then we put 
9 =fo@) fo@) +fi(x) PI(t) - 4t) 
# = &lw POW + g1(4 PlW -t- K(t) 
with some K E Cl([a, b]) to be specified below. 
To satisfy (2.15) we must have 
K = 0 for t = a, b, K>O for a<t<b. 
Condition (2.16) leads to finitely many inequalities of the form 
(2.18) 
K > Aj for all t E [a, b]. (2.19) 
Here Aj E C([u, b]) and Aj < 0 for t = a, b, because of (2.14). So (2.19) 
does not interfere with (2.18). 
Since fi , g, are supposed to be bounded we have estimates of the form 
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with certain constants ci which are independent from K. Hence an inequality 
of the form 
b 
Kdt > K,, with a suitable constant Kl, (2.20) 
a 
will certainly be sufficient to guarantee (2.17). 
So all that is needed is a K satisfying (2.18)-(2.20) and such a one obviously 
exists. 
3. SOLUTIONS WITHPROPERTY(B)AND THE 
EQUATION OF FIRST VARIATION 
In this section we are going to investigate the first variation of a differential 
equation with respect to a solution which has property (B). 
LEMMA 10. Let there be given, on some interval I = [a, b], functions Z(t), 
m(t), f(t) with the fobwing properties 
(ii) the two functions f, f’ + Z(t) 5’ + m(t) 5 have opposite constant 
s&n in I,z 
(iii) I(4 # 0, 5(b) f 0. 
Then the linear homogeneous equation 
x” + Ix’ + mx = 0 
has a solution without zeros on I. 
(3.1) 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that 5 < 0, 
5” + Zg’ + rn4 > 0. f is then a lower solution of (3.1) on I and t(a), f(b) 
are < 0 because of (iii). Obviously fl = 0 is an upper solution. We now 
extend the definition of 01 = 5, p = 0, f = - Ix’ - mx to some bigger 
interval [a’, b’] = I1 in the same way as it was done in the proof of Lemma 2. 
Then 01, 18 become periodic upper and lower solutions with respect to I1 , 
but not exact solutions everywhere. It follows immediately from Lemma 4- 
applied to the extended differential equation-that there exists a solution 
of (3.1) which is negative for all t E [a, b]. 
Remark. If Z is continuous on whole I, one can reduce (3.1) to the form 
X” + mx = 0 and then prove the lemma with the standard technique used 
in comparison theorems. 
2 That means: One is > 0, the other < 0 for all t E I. 
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THEOREM 1. Let 6 be a solution with property (B) of a d@mntial equation 
x” = f(t, x, x’) (3.2) 
on some interval I. Assume that there exists a region D such that (t, 6, [‘) E D 
for all t E Z and 
f,fz ,fil E C, on D. 
Let p be a function of class CD on Z with 
f& 5, 6’) -==l P (3.3) 
for all t E I, including the limits at points of discontinuity. Then the linear 
homogeneous equation 
x” =fs(t, 5, f) x’ + P 
has a solution without zeros on I. 
(3.4) 
Proof: Let 5, , f,’ be a sequence of solutions and their derivatives which 
has the properties (1.2) and converges uniformly to 5 and r respectively. 
We put 
A, = 5 - 5. 
and have then 
4” = 5” - &” =f(t, 5, 4’) -f(t, 5, , 5‘“‘) 
=fdt, 5, 5’) 4’ +fz(t, 4, 5“) 4 + O(l A, I + I A,’ I). 
But 1 A,’ 1 = o( A, I) in view of (1.2) (iii) and hence 
A,” -fi(t, 5, 5’) A,’ - p(t) 4 = (f&v 5, 5’) - At))4 + O(l 4 I). 
It follows from (3.3) that if / A, I is sufficiently small the expression 
A”” -fait, 5, 5’) A,’ - p(t) 4 
has the opposite sign to A, and the latter does not change on I, according to 
(1.2). 
The theorem follows now immediately from Lemma 10, applied to (3.4) 
with 6 = A, . 
Remark. If we have only f,(t, 5, 5’) < TV on Z (instead of (3.3)) then every 
nontrivial solution of (3.4) has at most one zero in the interior of I. Other- 
wise there would exist a nontrivial solution of (3.4) with more than one zero 
in the interior of Z and the same would still be true if we replace ZJ by p + c, 
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where Q is > 0 and sufficiently small. It follows then from the separation 
theorem that every solution of 
x” = f& 5, 5’) x’ + (p + l ) x 
has a zero on Z in contradiction to what we have proved before. 
As an application we can now prove the following theorem for autonomous 
equations. 
THEOREM 2. Let there be given a differential equation 
x” =f(x, x’), (3.5) 
where f does not depend upon t and is of class Cl in some region D of the (x, x’)- 
plane. Let 5 be a solution of (3.5) on some interval Z with (I, I’) ED and 
6’ # 0 for all t EZ. Then every nontrivial solution of the equation of first 
variation off 
2” =fz*(4, 5’) x’ +f& 4’) x 
has at most one zero in the interior of I. 
Proof: We simply have to show, that f has property (Z3)with respect to I. 
Let us assume that 5’ > 0 on Z (the other case can be treated in an analogous 
way). This implies that we have ((t + 6) > t(t) for all t E Z provided that 6 
is > 0 and sufficiently small. Since E’ is bounded away from zero on Z we 
can find a constant k, > 0, independent of t and 6, such that 
I 5(t + 6) - t(t) I 3 4s. 
Since 5” = f([, .$‘) is continuous on Z there is also a constant k, such that 
I t’(t + 4 - t’(t) I d W 
So a sequence 5, with the desired properties is easy to construct: Put 
‘6, = [(t + v-1). 
4. THE GENERAL EXISTENCE THEOREM 
We are now going to establish more general conditions which guarantee 
the existence of solutions with property (B). 
LEMMA 11. Let there be given a d@erential equation 
x“ =f(t, xr 4, (4.1) 
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a lower solution a and an upper solution p with 
on some interval I. Let w, Q be defined as in (2.1) and let f E (C, , lip) in Sz. 
Furthermore, assume that there are two functions 4, qb E C,l(w) such that 
(i) f(t, x, 0) - 8,8 - Bt is # 0 and has constant sign (inclu- 
ding the limits at points of dkcontinuity) on W, for 0 = 4, #, 
(ii) q% < t,b for all x and t = a, b, 
d(t, a) < a’ < $(t, 4, w, 8) < 8’ < Wl 8) for 
t = a, b. (4.2) 
Then the dz@ential equation (4.1) has a solution 5 satisfying 
for all t E I. 
a<[<8 
w I) < 5’ < W? 5) (4.3) 
Proof. We may assume that 1 f 1 is bounded in Sz. That this means no 
loss in generality follows by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2. 
This time, however, the subregion has to be taken so large that it contains 
not only the curves (t, 01, OL’), (t, /?, /I’), but also the surfaces y = 4, t,!~. 
We choose now a number b’ > b and extend the definition of OL, fi into 
[b, b’] such that 
(i) a, B E CD2([a, 0, 
(ii) a(a) = cu(b’), p(a) = j?(b’), Or’(a) = U’(V), B’(a) = B’(b’), 
(iii) OL < fl on [a, b’]. (4.4) 
Let w1 , Qr then denote the regions defined by (2.1) for I = Zr = [a, b’]. 
Next we wish to extend the definition of $, 4 into the region wr . The 
following conditions shall hold: 
6) d, # E CDIW 
(ii) +(a, x) = W, x), #(a, x) = #(b’, X) for all x, 
(iii) q5 < # for t > 6, 
(iv) d(t, a) -=c a’ -c $(t, 4, d(t, 8) -=I P’ < W, 8) for t > b, 
(v) 4, # can be estimated by integrable functions ~II, x in the 
form 
.b’ 
d(h 4 < v(t)* J vdt < 0, w, 4 >, x(t), a 
.b’ 
J xdt > 0 for all (L x) E w1 . a (4.5) 
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Part (v) can easily be modified such that only those (t, X) are involved for 
which t > b. Let the constants ci , ca be determined such that 
$<Cl, $>c, for all (t, x) E w. 
(v) is then certainly true if we have 
(v’) d < % *2X for tab and 
s b’ b’ tpdt < - cl(b - a), xdt > ce(b - u). b b 
The construction of 4, # in the range t > b becomes a problem of the kind 
we have discussed in Lemma 9 if we make the identifications 
N = 2, 
h = W, -4, go = #(b, 4, 
fl = +(a, xh g1 = ~(~~ 4 
011 = 01, 71 = a’, a2 = B, 72 =8’, 
K = Max (I cl I, I c2 I) (b - 4. 
That all hypotheses of Lemma 9 hold can be seen immediately from (4.2) (ii). 
So the extension of 4, # can be performed in the desired way. 
It follows from (4.5) (iii), (iv) that the surfaces y = 4, I,!J have no points 
in common with each other and with the curves (t, OL, OL’), (t, 8, /3’) for 
t > b. Also the latter do not intersect each other because of OL < /I. So, for 
b < t < b’, the surfaces and the curves represent four closed bounded and 
mutually distinct point sets in (t, X, x’)-space. Therefore, using Lemma 8, 
we can find a function fi =fl(t, x, x’) with these properties: 
(i) fi is bounded and of class Cl in [b, 6’1 x R2, 
(ii) - (Y” +fl(t, 01, iy’) < 0, --8” +flk 8, B’) > 0 
for b < t < b’, 
(iii) fl(t, X, 0) - 0,0 - 0, (e = 4, #) is # 0 for all 
(t, X) E wi with b < t < b’ and has the same sign as 
f(t, X, 0) - 8,8 - &Jt in the range t < b. (4.6) 
Let now J = f(t, X, x’) be defined by 
i=j;l ;: ;z:;;:. 
1 fl is bounded and PE (C, , lip) in Q, . It follows from the hypotheses of 
our lemma and from (4.6), (ii) that OL is a lower, /I an upper solution of 
cc” = f(t, x, x’) (4.7) 
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on the interval [a, b’] and none of them is an exact solution. According to 
Lemma 4 the differential equation (4.7) admits then a solution 6 which is 
periodic over [a, b’] and satisfies 
for all t E [a, b’]. Furthermore, we see from (4.2) (i), (4.5) (v) and (4.6) (iii) 
that [ and the functions 0 = 4, z,G satisfy all hypotheses of Lemma 5 and there- 
fore we have the inequalities 
for all t E [a, b’]. 
$(h 5) < 5’ < $a 5) 
If t is restricted to [a, b], 5 becomes a solution of the original equation and 
(Y, /I, 4, # have the original meaning. Hence the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY. Let all assumptions of Lemma I1 hold. Then there exists a 
sequence of solutions fy of the differential equation (4.1) such that 
(i) each f, satisfies (4.3) for all t E I, 
(ii) f, , f,’ converge uniformly on I, 
(iii) f,+l < f, for all v and all t E I. 
There also exists a sequence of solutions such that (i) , (ii), and 
hold for all v and all t E I. 
Proof: We know from the lemma that there exists a solution 5 = [i 
which satisfies the conditions (4.3). It follows from these inequalities that 
Lemma 11 can be applied to the pair a, b = f1 as well as to the pair 01 = f1 , 
p and the same f, +,#. So we obtain a solution 5, with 
and 
LY < f2 < f, < fl in the first case, 
01 < 6, < & < j3 in the second case 
4th f*) -=c 51’ -=C #(t, 5,). 
This procedure can be continued and yields a sequence fY of solutions 
with properties (i) and (iii) (or (iii’)). It follows now from (4.3) that the 
trajectories (t, 5, , 5,‘) are contained in a bounded subregion of 52, for all Y 
and all t E I. Therefore 1 5, 1, / 5,’ 1, and I 5,” ( = I f(t, f, , 6,‘) I are bounded 
uniformly in Y and t. By a well known argument one can then select a subse- 
quence which converges uniformly and the same is true for the sequence of 
the derivatives. 
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THEOREM 3. Let all hypotheses of Lemma 11 hold. Then there exists a 
solution 8 of the d#erential equation 
x” = f(t, x, x’) 
which has property (B) and besides atisfies the inequalities 
for all t E I. 
Proof: Let [ be the limit of the sequence {t,} with tV+r < 4, which we 
have constructed above. .$ is a solution of the differential equation (according 
to Lemma 1) and satisfies (4.8) as well as (1.2), (i) and (ii), but not necessarily 
(iii). To find a sequence (4,) which has also this crucial property we apply 
the results of Lemma 11 and the corollary not directly to the given differential 
equation, but first perform several extension procedures similar to the one 
used in the proof of Lemma 11. 
Step I. We choose a number b’ > b and extend a, f3 into the interval 
[a, b’] such that 
(i) 01, B E GY[a, @I), a < B for all t E [a, b’l, 
(ii) B(b’) = 0, B’(W) = 0, or’(b’) < 0. (4.9) 
wl, Q, will then have the usual meaning with I = II being the interval 
[a, b’]. We put 
Y = + 2/a(b’)2 + cJ(b’)2 (4.10) 
and determine two functions do(x), h(x) such that 
(i) +s , #,, are of class Cl on the interval - Y < x < 0, 
(ii) & > r2, & > r2 for all x E [- y, 01, 
(iii) - x - ~$(#a)~ and - x - * (&,), are both # 0 on the 
interval [- Y, 0] and have the same sign as 
f(c x9 9) - YL+ - A and f(t, x9 #) - A+4 - *t 
respectively. (4.11) 
Functions with these properties obviously exist. Next we extend the defini- 
tion of #, 9 into the region w1 . These conditions shall hold: 
0) 4, # E GWJ, 
(ii) W’, x) = - 6, Mf, x) = + 6 
for or(b’) < x < 0, 
(iii) 4 < t4 9% 4 < 01’ < W, 4, +(t, B) < 8’ -c W, 8) 
for all (t, X) with b’ < t < b. (4.12) 
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According to Lemma 9 such an extension is always possible provided that 
(ii) and (iii) do not interfere at the boundary t = b, b’. Compatibility of (ii) 
and (iii) at t = b is one of the hypotheses of the theorem, namely, (4.2) (ii). 
For t = b’ we know from (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) (ii) that 
and 
I a’ I < r, f?’ = 0, -d&<-r, 
l/G>r for - r<x,(O 
- r < ar(b’) < 0. 
(4.13) 
So if t = b’, (iii) becomes a consequence of (ii). 
Now condition (iii) allows the same geometric interpretation as in the 
proof of Lemma 11: The surfaces y = 4, # and the curves (t, (Y, OL’), (t, fl, 8’) 
are closed bounded and mutually distinct point sets. So we can defme f in 
the interval [b, b’] in the same way as in Lemma 11 such that it becomes a 
bounded function of class Cl and all hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold for the 
extended system f, (Y, /3, +, I,!J over the interval [a, b’]. 
Step 2. We extend OL, /I, 4, 9, f into the range t > b’ as follows. 
f = -.1c, B =o, a = c sin (t - b’ + K), (4.14) 
+(t, x) = +(b’, x) = - d& , NC 4 = W’, 4 = 6, 
where the constants c, K have to be chosen such that OL and 01’ are continuous at 
t = b’. This can always be done with c < 0, 0 < K < rr/2 since a(b’) < 0, 
a’(b’) < 0 in view of (4.9). Therefore we can find a number b” > b’ such that 
we have 
b” - b’ > 42, a<0 for all t E [b’, b”]. (4.15) 
It is clear that OL is a lower, /3 an upper solution of the extended differential 
equation on the whole interval [a, U’] and that OL < fl there. Furthermore, 
we have from (4.13) and (4.14) that 
and hence 
a2 + (a’)2 = const. = r2 
lffl <r, I a‘ I < r, 544 4 < C-Y’ < t@, 4, 
NC PI < F < Ye 8) 
for all t > b’. 
Finally we observe that for t > b’ the expressions 
f es x9 $1 - 424 - +t and f& xp #I - A& - Ibt 
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have the form 
--8(+oL and - * - mdz 
respectively. So they are # 0 and have the same sign as in the range t < b’, 
according to (4.11), (iii). 
As a result of the two extension procedures we have obtained a system 
OL, /I, 4, #,f, which reduces to the given one if t E [CZ, b], satisfies all conditions 
of Theorem 3 with respect to the interval [a, ,“I and which has the following 
property: 
There exists a b’ with b < b’ 6 b” such that 
b” - b’ > 42 and f = - x if b’ < t < b”. (4.16) 
(See (4.14) (4.15).) 
We then extend the definition of OL, /I,+, $, f in a similar way once more, but 
now into the range t < a, with this result: All hypotheses of Theorem 3 are 
satisfied over some interval [a”, b”], u” < a, everything reduces to the 
original data if t E [a, b], (4.16) holds and also the analogue: 
There exists an a’ with u” < a’ < a such that 
a’ - aft > “12 and f = - x if u” < t < a’. (4.16’) 
To establish (4.16) and (4.16’) was the purpose of the preceding considera- 
tions. How we are going to make use of them will become clear from 
LEMMA 12. Let .fl , tz be two solutions of the extended ifferential equation 
such that A = fl - fz does not change sign on [a”, b”]. Then A’ has a zero in 
each of the intervals [u”, a’], [b’, b”] and we have 
where 
Z = {t : t E [u”, b”], A’(t) = O}. 
Proof. [i and 5s are solutions of x” = - x on the subintervals (u”, a’), 
(b’, b”). The same is then true for their difference, and therefore A can be 
written in the form K, sin (t + K,) for each of the two intervals. If the function 
sin t has no zero in an interval of length > rr/2 its derivative certainly has 
one. So the first statement of the lemma follows immediately from (4.16), 
(4.16’) the second statement follows then from the first one and from 
Lemma 7 (we may assume without loss of generality that A > 0 on 1, so that 
MinIAl =MinA). 
We are now ready to apply the results of Lemma 11 and its corollary to 
the extended differential equation. As we have already observed at the 
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beginning of this proof there exists a solution 5 over I, = [a”, F’] which 
satisfies (4.8) and which can be approximated by a sequence of solutions 4, 
such that (1.2) (i), (ii) hold for all t E 1r . Using Lemma 6 we will now show 
that this sequence 5, has also property (1.2) (iii) at least on the subinterval 
[u, b] (and that is all what we want to know). 
To this purpose we first have to extend the definition off into the region 
I, x R2. We do this in the following way 
f(t, x, x’) = ! f(4 4% x’) 
l f(4 B(t)* N’) 
for 
for 
which guarantees that f E (C, , lip) on the full space. Now all trajectories 
(t, f,, 6,‘) are contained in a certain bounded subregion D of I2 x R2 and 
/ d, I, 1 A,’ 1 are bounded by a constant 8 which is independent of v and t. 
As we have seen in Lemma 6, there are constants K, , K, (depending on D, S, f 
only) such that for any pair of numbers t, u E I, the inequality 
I A,‘(t) I < 4, I A,(u) I + 4 I A,‘(4 I (4.17) 
holds. Consider now the set 
2, = {t : t ~1~ , A.‘(t) = O}. 
2, is closed and not empty according to Lemma 12. It follows then from (4.17) 
that 
for all t ~1”. Applying Lemma 12 again we obtain 
and therefore 
I A,‘(t) I d k, I40) I 
if t E [a, b]. Hence the theorem is proved. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We will now discuss some simple consequences of the foregoing results. 
Henceforth all functions f, g, h etc. are supposed to be of class C, and have 
derivatives fi = (a/ax) f, fi, = (a/ax’) f also of class Ct in some sufficiently 
large region of I x R2. 
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The following lemma provides a method to compare solutions of nonlinear 
equations with those of linear ones. 
LEMMA 13. Given two d$tkrential equations 
x” = fi( t, x, x’) 
x” =f,(t, x, x’), 
where f2 is linear 
f* = h(t) 3’ + p(t) x + y(t) 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
and such that the homogeneous equation 
x” =Ax+px (5.3) 
has a nontrivial solution with more than one zero in the interior of I. Let there be 
given also a solution 5, of (5.1) an d a solution f2 of (5.2) with & < [I for all 
t EI. 
Let now h = h(t, x) be a function oft and x such that 
hz < At) (5.4) 
for all (t, x) with t1 < x < fz . Then the trajectory (t, (I , tl’) cannot be in 
the region 
fi(t, x, x’) - h(t> 4 - h(t) x’ - y(t) + W, &) - p(t) 5, d 0 
for all t E I. 
Proof. Put g = f - h. Assume that we have 
g(t, 4, , &‘I - V,’ - Y + W, 42) - ~4, < 0 
for all t E I, contrary to the statement of the lemma. 
Consider now the function 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
f(t, x, x’) = h(t) x’ + h(t, 4 + g(t, 5, , h’) - h(t) 61’. 
Obviously 
f(C 51 , 5,‘) =f& 51 3 fi’) 
and this means that t1 is a solution of 
x” = f(t, x, x’). (5.7) 
Since & is a solution of (5.2) we have 
- -if;’ + fdt, 52 9 1s’) = - &” + G’ + h(t, R) + g(t, h , II’) - &S’ 
= - t4z - Y + hk 62) + g(t, 51, -5’) - %’ < 0 
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from (5.6). So fa < t1 is a lower solution of (5.7). Furthermore f is linear in 
x’, so one can easily find functions $, 1c, with all properties required in Theo- 
rem 3 (see [7], Lemma 6, p. 187). Therefore the differential equation (5.7) 
has a solution 5 with property (B) and 5, f .$ < ts . On the other hand 
fi, = h(t) and fz = h, < Z.L for x = [, x’ = .$’ and t EZ because of (5.4). 
But then, by Theorem 1, every solution of (5.3) has at most one zero in Z 
and this contradicts the hypotheses of the lemma. 
We now apply the lemma to an autonomous equation of the form 
“V” = g(x, x’) - x. (5.8) 
THEOREM 4. Let 5 be a solution of (5.8) with ((to) > 0 for a certain t, . 
Put 9, = arg (&to), f(Q) with 1 ??,I < 7rj2. Let there beg&n a number y > 0. 
Then the curve (6, f) reaches either the half-plane x < y or the region 
g(x, x’) >, y for some t with t, < t < to + 4 + 7r/2. 
Proof. Assume we have [ > y for all t E [to , to + 8, + r/2]. Then 
there exists a b > to + a0 + 7r/2 such that this inequality holds for all 
t E [to , b]. We choose now a number a with 
to + 8, - 77/2 < a < t, , b-a>rr (5.9) 
and define two functions fi , fi as follows. 
Let t1 be the solution of x” = fi(t, x, x’) with 
Wo) = SOoh h’(GJ) = tvo), 
and 6s the solution of x” = f2(t, X, x’) with g,(t,) = 0, e,‘(t,) = 0. We have 
then 
g2 = I:(1 - sin (t - to + 7r/2)) < y 
for a <tft, 
for to < t < b, 
fc cos (t - to - 6,) > 0, 
81 = ig 
c > 0, for a<t<to 
for to < t < b. 
Hence & < .$r for all t E [a, b] because of the assumption 4 < y. 
Now all hypotheses of Lemma 13 are satisfied if we put h = - x, p = - 1, 
h = 0, y(t) = 0 for t < to and y(t) = y for t > to . We have then 
fl - h = cx, x’) 
a <t<to 
to < t < b, 
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and the left hand side of (5.5) reduces in this case to the expression fi - h - y 
with y > 0. So if the inequality (5.5) does not hold along the solution I, 
the violation can only happen in the range t > t,, . Hence g([, c) > y for 
some t, with t, < t, < b. Since b can be chosen as close to t,, + &, + 742 
as one wishes we must have g(t, 5’) > y somewhere in [to , t,, + a,, + 421. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
Example. Let us consider the autonomous equation of the van der Pol- 
type 
y’ = k(x)y - x, y = x’, (5.10) 
where k is of class Cl for x > 1 and satisfies the conditions 
k(1) = 0, k, < 0, Wz > 0 for x > 1. (5.11) 
(All this is of course true for k = c(1 - x2).) It follows from (5.10) that 
k < 0 and 
k(x/k) - x - (x/k)= (x/k) = - (x/k)= (x/k) > 0 
for x > 1. Therefore the solution curves cross the surface y = B = x/k 
always upwards (see (2.11)) and a trajectory (6, e), moving down from the 
x-axis has to stay above y = 0: 
(5.12) 
(see Fig. 1). 
Y 
FIG. 1 
We are now going to show that the negative root y = q(x) of the quadratic 
equation 
yp- $+k=O (5.13) 
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plays a role which is somehow opposite to the one of y = 0: The curve can 
be reached from every point of the x-axis in time < rr/2. Furthermore, if 
we require k to satisfy two additional conditions, a trajectory can never 
cross y = q upwards and ({, E’) remains between y = q and y = 8 nearly 
the whole way from the x-axis to the line x = 1. This, of course, gives some 
information about the location of the trajectory. How good this information 
is may be judged from the inequalities 
which can be easily obtained with the use of Taylor’s formula from the 




Equation (5.13) allows a simple geometric interpretation. Let us consider 
the family of curves defined by 
y = y/k (r a real parameter). 
The set of all points in the phase-plane, where a member of the family 
touches an orbit, is then identical with the locus of Eq. (5.13). Indeed, these 
points are determined by the two equations 
r=s, -++k=-kk,. 
Elimination of y leads to (5.13). 
Since q--t 0 for x --+ 1 (see (5.14)) it is clear that a trajectory (5, f) coming 
from a point H on the x-axis, has to cross y = q at a certain point H* before 
reaching x = 1 (see Fig. 1). We are now going to show that (I, 5’) always 
runs through the arc HH* in time < CT/~. Let us assume that (5, 5’) starts 
in H at time t = 0, that is, f(O) = h > 1, f(O) = 0. If f(7r/2) < 1 nothing 
has to be proved. So we may assume [(7r/2) > 1. Take now E > 0 and suf- 
ficiently small and put y = [(r/2 + c). Since r < 0 we have then [ > y 
for all t E [0,7r/2]. We then apply Theorem 4 with g = k(x) x’, 8,, = 0, 
and t,,=O: 
There is a t, E [0, r/2] such that k(f) 4’ > y or 
for t = t, . 
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On the other hand we have 
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O=S>& for t=O 
because of (5.12). 
So we have the situation indicated in Fig. 2, where PO , PI , P2 refer to the 
positions of (t, 5’) at the times t = 0, t, , ~72 + c respectively. It is then 
obvious that there exists a curve of the form y = y/k with y > ,342 + l ) 
which touches the orbit somewhere between PO and Pz . So (5, 5’) reaches 
y = q at a certain time < 7r/2 + E and therefore, since E > 0 can be arbitra- 
rily small, also at a time Q 742. 
FIG. 2 
This result leads immediately to an estimate of the x-coordinate h* of H* 
in terms of h. We have in view of (5.12) 
So a condition like 
* k II I 1 x dx=m 
will certainly guarantee that h * - h -+ 0 for h + co. It is clear from Fig. 1 
that h* - h + 0 for h + 1. Now if the mapping h -+ h* (or what amounts 
to the same, the mapping H + H*) is continuous, every point of y = q 
has to be an H*, or what is the same, trajectories can cross y = q only 
downwards. It can be shown by a straightforward consideration, which is 
out of place here, that H -+ H* will always be a continuous mapping, if the 
curve y = l/k is convex from above for all x > 1. 
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